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KENNETH D. JOHNSON

Abstract. Suppose G is a noncompact, connected, semisimple Lie group

with finite center and Kisa maximal compact subgroup. Let D be an Ad K-

invariant element in the complexified enveloping algebra of G. The main

result of this paper gives criterion for when the map D: S'(G) -» S'(G) is

injective, where S'(G) is the space of compactly supported distributions on

G.

1. Introduction. Let G be a noncompact, connected, semisimple, Lie group

with finite center. Fix G = KAN, an Iwasawa decomposition of G. That is, K

is a maximal compact subgroup of G, A is a vector subgroup of G with Ad A

consisting of semisimple transformations and A normalizes TV, a simply

connected nilpotent subgroup of G. Let M be the centralizer of A in K. We

denote the Lie algebras of G, K, M, A, and TV by g, i, m, a, and n respectively.

We use the notation &(G) = Cco(G) and ^(G) = Crf (G) and denote their

respective duals by S'(G) and ^'(G). Left and right translation by elements of

G induce lineal- maps on these spaces as follows.

For x, g E G and / in either <¡D(G ) or S(G ),

Lig)fix) = /(g-'x),       R(g) fix) = fixg),

and for T in the dual of /

(L(g)TJ) = (T,L(g~x)f),       <R(g)T,f} = <F,7?(g-')/>

(<(,) is complex bilinear).

Let S(G: F) (<$'(G: F)) denote the C00 functions (distributions) on G which

are left and right TC-finite and set

S'(G: F) = B'iG) n <$'(G: F),       <?)(G: F) = S(G: F) n %G).

Let [7(g) denote the universal enveloping algebra of the complexification of

8, let 17(a) be the centralizer of f in i/(g) and % the center of t/(g). The main

purpose of this paper is to give a criterion (Lemma 3.1) for when £>(S(G)) is

dense in S(G ) for D E Í7(g )f and to apply this criterion to elements of 2. In

this paper we only prove that this criterion is sufficient, but in a subsequent

paper [6], we show that this criterion is necessary for linear noncompact

semisimple Lie groups.

Finally, we apply our techniques to the study of invariant differential
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operators on homogeneous vector bundles. In this paper we do not need to

prove an analog of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem but rest our main

techniques on Harish-Chandra's characterization of cusp forms and his

Fourier expansions of C°°-functions on G.

2. Principal series and the Fourier transform. We first recall the definition

of the principal series of G. Let w: M -* Gl(H) be an irreducible unitary

representation of M and let v E a*, w and v define a representation Vut, of the

group MAN = P0 on H by setting ^„(aaiûai) = e(«>+p)0og«) w(w) (w 'G Ma

E A,n E N) where, for H G o, 2p(>7)' = tr ad H\n. Now let Ha'p be the set

of all measurable functions /: G -» H such that:

0)/(ffl>) = %>,APTlf(s) (8 G G,p G P0); and

(2)/jrll/(*)f*-ll/lr<oo.
Observe that we have an inner product on Ha'v, iu,v) = fK iuik),vik))dk

iu,v E Ha'v), and this turns Ha'v into a Hubert space. Now left translation

induces a representation TLUP of G on //"'". Let Xu,v denote the set of all K-

finite vectors of Hu'v and observe that as a jY-module, Xw'v is isomorphic to

the space

X(u) = {u: K -» H\u is left AT-finite and w(aíaai) = <o(aai)_1k(£)

for all k   E K,m E M}.

. We will abuse notation throughout and identify Xa'" with A(w) and any

distinction will be carried by the term n,,„. Observe now that n,,„ induces a

representation of the algebra <7(g) on Xiof).

If / G DiG ) we define, as usual,

nu>„(/) - fGfix)n0trix)dx.

If T E S'(G) we may attempt to extend the above definition by setting

inaviT)u,v) = <r,Ai>, where», v G /f«*-'and(ITtv(jc)ii,«') = Kx). However,

as hix) is not necessarily C00, we see that for a general such T, nw„(F) is only

densely defined. Suppose now that T G S'(G: F) and define, for u, v E Ar(w),

iUul,iT)u,v) as above. Note that nu„(F) restricted to A"(w) is well defined

and that (ITU „(F)h, ia) = 0 if u,v are not in a minimal IIU „(F) invariant space,

which we denote as A(ío, T). As the closure of A(w, F) in /Yw'" is X{u, T),

HUtViT) extends to a linear operator on H"'".

Lemma 2.1. Fixing w G M we have that the map a* -» End Ar(w, F)

Q End jY"''', giVen tyM nup(F), is holomorphic.

Proof. Now Uu ,,(F) has finite rank, and it suffices to show that for a fixed

t/, v G A'(w) the map v —> (nuj,(F)«, y) is holomorphic. Now set /,(.*)

= (nWi„(x)H,f), and we have that (nu„(F)M,i/) = <F,/,>, where

XW = fK exp{-(/> + p)//(p-1ac)}(M(/V(x-'A:),Ia(a:)))(ía:,

where for g G G, g = *(g)exp //(g)Ai(g) (/V(g) G K, H(g) G a, Ai(g)

G N ). As F G S'(G ) we have that there exists a compact set V Q G such that
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supp FC F and KVK = V. Now there exist Dx, ...,Dn E 77(g) and C> 0

such that for/ G ^(G),

l<r,/>| < c 2 sup|z>,./(*)|.
1=1 xEK

For e E a* and for W a compact set with int W D V, we see that

V£ifv+£eix) ~ fvix)) converges uniformly on W as £ -» 0 to

jr(jc) = f (-i)e(H(x-xk))e-{"+pmx~lk))iU(K(x-1 k)),vik))dk
J K

and if D E (7(e), l/K^X+feM - Dfvix)) converges uniformly to DFvix) on

W by the Leibniz formula. Thus (T, l/£(X+i<? - /,)) converges to (T,F,,) as

£ -» 0 and, hence, f -* (Ilai,iT)u, v) is holomorphic.

The map v -* HaviT) also satisfies growth conditions which we will not

examine here.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose T E S'(G: F) and IIU „(F) = Ofor all w E M and all
v E a*. Then T= 0.

Proof. Let g E 7J(G) and consider the function g+T E ^(G) where

g*Tix) = (T,Lx-\g) with giy) = giy~l). An elementary calculation then

yields U^ig^T) = nui,(g)nu„(F). Thus, setting / = gtT, we have that

nü)„(/) = 0 for all w E M and all v E a*. We now examine IT.U),(/) more

closely.

Let h: K -* 77 be a continuous function such that hikm) = co(m)~ hik) for

k E K, m E M. Then, for any i> G a*, h extends to a function in H"'". Now

nM,,(/) = fGfix)hix-lk)dk = fKKf,ik,k')hik')dk'

where

Kfvik,k') =fdafdnf  dm ioim)fikmank'-x)e-^+','x^a\

As/ G <î)(G), we see that Kjvik,k') is continuous, and since Iluv(/) = 0 for

all w G M, we know that Kjv = 0 for all v E a*. From the Plancherel

formula for R" we see that

f dnfikank"1) = 0       ik,k' E K,a E A).

Now let Í7 be the unipotent radical of a minimal parabolic subgroup of G

and consider the function

Fig) = ¿/(g") ¿t'-

As is well known there is a k' E K such that U = k'Nk'~x. Thus

Fig) = fNfigk'nk'-l)dn.

Now writing g/c' = rcan, ik E K, a E A, nx G TV) we see that
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F{g)= jNf{kank'-x)dn = Q

for any g G G. We now show that / = 0.

Let Px he a parabolic subgroup of G which is minimal with respect to the

property that

fP]ig)=fuAgu)du*0,

where Ux is the unipotent radical of Px. Since/is the (possibly infinite) sum of

functions in ^(G: F) (see Harish-Chandra [3]), to show that/ = 0 it suffices

to prove / = 0 under the assumption that / G ^(G: F). Now Px = Mx Ux,

where Mx is reductive, and thus we have that fP is a cusp form on A/, with

compact support. From Harish-Chandra [2] we see thatfp = 0 since Px is not

conjugate to F0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, / = 0.

As g* F = 0 for any g G ^(G), we have that F = 0.

Lemma 2.3. For D E t/(g)f, D: S'(G) -» S'(G) « «yec/ii* if and only if

D: S'(G: F) -h> S'(G: F) is infective.

Proof. The only if part is obvious. Suppose now that D: S'(G: F)

-» S'(G: F) is injective. Let/ G S(G) and observe from Harish-Chandra [3]

that

/ =    2    Xv **/ *av Xt   where Xv(*) = (deg V)tr V{k),
V.rEAt

and this series converges in ë(G), and for T E S'(G) we have

<F,/>=    2    <F,xv*a:/^Xt>-
V.TEAt

Next let 0 ^ F G S'(G) be such that DT = 0. As Z)F = 0, we have that

<F»F,xv *kÎ *k Xt) = 0 lor all V, t G y?. Fixing V0, t0 G Â", we suppose that

<Xxv„ **/** XTo> * 0. Now define F0 G S'(G) by setting <F0,/> = <F,Xv0
**/ ** Xt0> for / G S(G). Now T0 E S'(G: F) and DT0 = 0 as D E i/(g)f.

Thus, 3q = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, D: S'(G) -* S'(G) is injective.

3. Injectivity criterion. Suppose D G C/(g) . In this section, we give a

criterion for the operator D: S'(G) -> S'(G) to be injective and derive some

consequences of this criterion for operators in Z.

Lemma 3.1 (Injectivity criterion). Suppose D G t/(g)f. Then D: S'(G)

—» £>'(G) 15 infective if for no u E M is there a finite dimensional space

V C X(a) such that UuviD): V -» V and del Uu,iD)\v = 0/or all v.

Proof. Let F G S'(G: F) and fix « G M such that y -» nw„(F) # 0.

Now

nM>,(r):A-(«,r)-».A-(w,n

and as Z) G í/(g)f, there is a K 2 *(«, F) such that Uoll{D): V ->V. Now

as v -* UUPiDT) = nu„(Z>)nü(,(F) is analytic and det Tla,{D)\y # 0, we

have that ¿-» nu,,(Z))ltiF(r) # 0.
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Lemma 3.2. If D E Í7(g) satisfies the injectivity criterion of Lemma 3.1,

then so does D*, the adjoint of D.

Proof. Let p* : (7(g) -» Í7(g) be the linear map such that

P*iXx ■■■Xr) = i-l)rXr---Xx       (*, Ggc).

Then D* = p*iD), and our result follows from the fact that, for u, v E A'(co),

ina,AD)u>v) = (»> nu,p(7)*».
Set RiX)fig) = (d/dt)f(g exp/A")|,=0 and extend 7? to a representation of

Í7(g) on S(G), %G), &(G) and <%'iG). Then we easily obtain for to G M

and v E a* that, for T E S'(G), nw,, (R(D)T) = nW), (T) nu., (p* (/>)).

We now easily obtain, from Lemma 3.2,

Lemma 3.3. If D G Í7(g) satisfies the injectivity criterion of Lemma 3.1, the

linear map 7?(7J): S'(G) -» S'(G) is infective.

Suppose now that D E %. Then, as is well known, there is a unique

D0 E 2(m © a), the center of Í7(m 0 a), such that D - D0 E nt/(G) and the

map D —» 7)0 is an injective ring homomorphism of 2 into Z(m © a). Now as

D E % the map y -» nu„(7)) is an analytic map into C and I1W„(F))

= ^)j„(p*(7)(,)). Letting Hx, ..., H¡ be a basis for q we see that

A>= 2 2 ziix,...,ij)Hi-.-Hl

with each z(/[,..., L) in the center of t7(m). Then

vM>>*(z)0))= 2        2       (-i)Mp* «/.,...,</)))
y-l !</,< ■•■<!></

•(p + /V)(7/,)---(p +,>)(//.)

and thus we see that D satisfies the injectivity criterion of Lemma 3.1 if and

only if for no to E M do all (p* (z(ix,..., ij))) = 0.

The following result is now obvious.

Theorem 3.1. If G is a split semisimple Lie group and 0 ¥= D G % then

D: &'(G) -* S'iG) is injective.

4. Homogeneous vector bundles on symmetric spaces. We conclude by

applying our techniques to homogeneous vector bundles over G/K.

Let t: 7C —> G/(F) be an irreducible unitary representation of K and

suppose that to = t| m is irreducible. (We include the case where t is trivial.) t

then determines a homogeneous vector bundle G XT V over G/K and we

identify the cross sections of this vector bundle with functions f:G—>V such

that:

figk) = T(/c)-*/(g)       ig G G, k G K).

Let S(G: t) (^(G: t)), denote the C°°-cross sections (with compact sup-

port). Let S'(G: t) (<$'(G: t)) be the dual of S(G: r) (<$(</: t)). Extend F

G S'(^: T) t0 an operator on all C°°-functions/: G -» F by setting
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<F,/> =(T,f*KXr*>

where r*{k) = (t(/c)~ )', and extend the elements of ^'(G: t) accordingly. Let

S(G: t: F), <$(G: t: F), S'(G: t: F), and ^'(G: t: F) denote, respectively, the

elements of S(G: t), <3>(G: t), S'(G: t), and ^'(G: t) which are left AT-finite.

If D E t/(g) we see that RiD) maps each of the above eight spaces into

itself. In this section, we show that if R{D) & 0 on S'(G:t), R{D): S'(G: t)

-* S'(G: t) is injective.

Observe that we have the following.

Lemma 4.1.   If f E S(G: t), / *K Xt. = /

Lemma 4.2. /// G %G: t) and I E V*, let /(/): G -» C ¿>e the function
l(J(x)) = ilJix)). Then for g E M and v E a*, U^if)) = 0 unless <j>

= u*. Moreover, if u E A^w*), VGA" a«i/ Xv *ku = "> ̂ " H^, ,„(/(/))«

= 0 unless V = t*.

Proof. Let « G //*•". Then

(n^(/(/))w)(^) = Jc (/,/(x))(n^(jc>i)(*)<fa.

As /(/) = /(/) *kXt, we see that IL¿„(/(/)M*) = n^„(/(/))(xT* »*«)(*)•
Thus IL „(/(/)) =7* 0 only if there is a m G Xi<b) for which xT» *Ku = u. This

yields our result.

Observe by Frobenius reciprocity that the multiplicity of t* in Xiu*) is 1.

Lemma 4.3. Let T E S'(G: t: F) üaií/ e G F. Le/ F 8 e G g'(G: F) ¿>e

defined by <F 8 e,f) = <F,/e>. Then for g E Mandv G a*, ^„(F 8 e) = 0

tiAi/ess cj) = to. Moreover, if u E X{u), VGA" and Xv *K u = u, then

nu„(F®e> = 0

unless V = t.

Proof. Let/ G <5)(G ) and consider/j, F in place of F. The proof for f+ F is

the same as the proof of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.4. Let T E S'(G: t: F) be ^ 0, D E [/(g)f, and F° = {/

E X{u): Xt *k! = f)- Then nu„(p*(D))|Ko is « sca/a/- operator and v

-* Hu Pip*{D))\vo is a polynomial. Furthermore, RiD)T = 0 if and only if

v^UUtPip*iD))\vo = 0.   "

Proof. As (t: w) = 1, t occurs once and only once in A'(co). Hence,

n<j l.(p*(F)))|r/o, since it commutes with K, is a scalar operator. It is well known

that v -* nw(,(p*(F>))|K0 is a polynomial map. As nw,(iv(D)F)

= nw(,(F)nu^,(p* (£>)), our result follows from Lemmas 2.2 and 4.3.

Theorem 4.1. Let D E t/(g)f and suppose that the map RiD): S'(G: t)

-* S'(G: t) is # 0. F/ievi R{D): S'(G: t) -» S'(G: t) is injective.

Proof. If RiD)T = OforO ^ F G S'(G: t), then v -» nu>,(p*(D))|Ko = 0
and, hence, /3(F>)S'(G: t) = 0 by Lemmas 2.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Hence, RiD):

&'{G: t) -* S'(G: t) is injective.
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Remark. For t trivial this result was proved by S. Helgason.
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